258	EVALUATING THE PROGRAM
If they have evaluation techniques which are well adapted
to what they wish to evaluate, and if they know how to use
them, pupils are likely to be more critical of their work and
their study methods than adults. Devices such as observa-
tion, objective tests, progress charts, product scales, check lists,
and rating scales are excellent study aids. Used wisely, they
help promote thought and discussion, and avoid the occur-
rence of verbatim study and drill for facts. They help to
keep learning at a high level.
The use of the progress chart, for example, measures accom-
plishment over a wide range of goals; from learning to eat a
balanced diet, to gaining weight over a period of time; from
keeping well groomed to wearing suitable clothes for different
activities; from learning to stitch by the sewing machine to
mastering different sewing processes and caring for the ma-
chine; or from setting the table for dinner to planning the
menu, buying the food, serving the meal, and cleaning up
after it.
Progress charts are specially helpful in encouraging home
participation. Often through them a mother's cooperation
with the teacher is enlisted. A simple progress chart on
grooming and dress for the twelve-year-old might be as
shown on page 257.
The pupils compile the goals they will work for, but teach-
ers' guidance will be needed to keep goals within the realm
of possibility. For example: In certain districts, it would be
suitable to include the goal of changing to fresh clothes daily.
In others where frequent laundering in the home is impossi-
ble, such a goal would be embarrassing or cause false record-
ing. Children should not be marked on progress charts; the
rewards lie in personal satisfaction and the formation of bet-
ter habits.
Progress charts may encourage group effort. They motivate
effort when they are placed on the bulletin board and children
check daily what"they have Accomplished. For example:

